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INTRODUCTION

May 2011

One year ago, the Center For Michigan culminated the three-year Michigan’s Defining Moment Public Engagement Campaign 
– 580 meetings involving 10,500 people – with a report called “10,000 Voices to Transform Our State.” That report included a 
10-point citizens’ common ground agenda to transform Michigan.

The purpose of  this report is to: 1) Provide a progress update on that 10-point citizens’ agenda and, 2) Present new and 
detailed statewide citizen reaction to a new governor’s fast-paced and controversial plans to “Reinvent Michigan.”

Progress Update:

Here is the 10-point action plan for Michigan’s future we released last year:

Create a more business-friendly, entrepreneurial environment.1. 
Overhaul the Michigan tax system for the 21st century.2. 
Build on Michigan’s distinctive and competitive assets, including natural resources, agriculture, cities, arts and culture, 3. 
universities, and tourism marketing.
Change how and what schools teach.4. 
Transform education operations and funding.5. 
Hold educators, parents and students to higher standards. 6. 
Hold politicians – and ourselves – more accountable.7. 
Lengthen or repeal term limits.8. 
Execute transparent and strategic budgets.9. 
Intensify consolidation and service sharing in local government. 10. 

Those themes dominated the fall 2010 statewide elections, including the only gubernatorial debate (held by the Center For 
Michigan in conjunction with public television, MiVote.org, and a bipartisan group of  nearly 20 sponsoring organizations).

Now, five months into the term of  Governor Rick Snyder and dozens of  new legislators, we can track both progress and 
potholes on the road to implementing that citizens’ agenda.

Progress: 

The elimination this month of  the complicated Michigan Business Tax is the governor’s and Legislature’s answer to the • 
pressing citizen desires to create a more business-friendly, entrepreneurial environment and overhaul the tax system for the 
21st century. 
The governor’s budget includes transparent and strategic metrics on which his administration challenges the public to hold • 
it accountable.
The governor and legislators quickly approved new funding this year for Pure Michigan to boost tourism promotion.• 
The governor’s local government reform platform, as well as numerous proposals under consideration in the Legislature, • 
are designed to provide new incentives and tools to spur increased service-sharing and consolidation within local 
governments to save money.
In education, the governor’s reform agenda includes higher emphasis on pre-kindergarten and other early learning • 
programs and new methods of  accountability (including tenure reform to make it easier to remove poorly performing 
educators and merit pay and other compensation changes to make it easier to reward top-performing educators). All of  
those action steps were encapsulated in the 10,000 Voices report released one year ago.  

Potholes:

One of  the key conclusions from our 580 community meetings from 2007-2010 was that “citizens want better and stable • 
funding at all levels of  the public education system: preschool, K-12, community colleges, and universities.” In contrast 
to that priority, the governor and legislators are nearing completion on a budget that cuts state funding to universities by 
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14 percent and K-12 funding by at least 4.2 percent. (Note: Ultimate impact of  the cuts may be lessened if  an improving 
economy results in a tax revenue windfall that is directed back into education.)
Procedural moves, such as blending pots of  money for community colleges, universities and K-12 schools, have • 
introduced new funding instability in education.
The state budget nearing completion also continues a decade-long trend of  disinvestment in other strategic priorities such • 
as natural resources protection and revenue sharing.

New Statewide Citizen Reaction:

When it comes to public policy change, the devil is often in the details. And citizens are now pushing back on some of  the 
detailed policy changes offered this year by new leaders in Lansing.

In March and April, in collaboration with Detroit Public Television’s MiVote.org project, we held seven large, public, town hall 
meetings – called “Common Sense Conversations” – and conducted statewide random polling to update the citizens agenda 
report we published one year ago. 

These efforts focused mainly on state tax and budget priorities, reflecting the main focus in Lansing so far this year. More 
than 1,300 people participated. Taken together, the polling and Common Sense Conversations represent detailed and nuanced 
statewide public reaction to the big-picture policy changes in Lansing this year. 

In general, we found:

Support for a business tax cut, but much more support for a “modest” cut than the historic, “major” cut of  $1.7 billion enacted • 
this month.
Split opinion on pension taxes.• 
Support for higher “sin” taxes on alcohol and tobacco – revenue options not under serious consideration in Lansing this year.• 
Majority support for a mix of  budget cuts and new revenue to balance the budget – a strategy in contrast with the nearly all-cuts • 
approach nearing approval in Lansing this year. 
No clear consensus on which areas of  public spending to cut, but clear support for making education the top public investment • 
priority.
Ongoing concern over public sector retirement and health care costs. • 

Our detailed findings follow. 
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CITIZEN VIEWS ON STATE TAX PRIORITIES
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Support For A Modest Business Tax Cut

We found majority support for the concept of  cutting business taxes to create a better climate for business and job growth. 
But, in both random statewide phone polling and instant polling with hand-held devices in Common Sense Conversations, 
there was much more support for a “modest” cut than the historic, “major” cut of  $1.7 billion approved by the governor and 
Legislature this month:

Also, among some 10,000 participants from February thru mid-May in the Center For Michigan’s online “You Balance the 
Budget” simulation game, 47 percent endorsed Snyder’s plan to abolish the Michigan Business Tax in favor of  a flat, 6 percent 
corporate income tax on some corporations. 

During open discussion periods of  Common Sense Conversations, supporters of  business tax cuts were enthusiastic about the 
governor’s proposals:

“This business tax cut is overwhelmingly supported in the business community,” declared one participant. “Businesses • 
don’t like uncertainty. Specific industry-targeted cuts are not fair. Businesses want to know what to expect. Corporations 
don’t pay taxes – we pay. And it is certain that cutting business taxes will generate jobs.” 
“We’re in a worldwide competition and no longer have a monopoly in automobile manufacturing,” added another • 
participant. “Make sure we have a competitive tax structure to lure business to complete.”

But critics of  business tax cuts were more vocal than supporters during open discussion periods of  Common Sense 
Conversations. Those critics raised a host of  concerns, including a transfer of  wealth from poor to rich and funding business 
tax cuts through disinvestment in education and local government services.

One participant summarized: “Everyone wants to say ‘cut taxes, we’re paying too much.’ But we’re not the most-taxed state 
and cutting business taxes doesn’t guarantee more jobs.” 

It is clear from those Common Sense Conversations that Michigan residents intend to hold Snyder to his accountant’s 
philosophy of  dashboards, metrics, and measuring progress. There is considerable public circumspection on whether new 
business tax cuts will clearly lead to economic growth and job growth.  

Split Opinion On Pension Taxes 

One of  Gov. Snyder’s most controversial – and unexpected – proposals in his first few months is a tax on pension income. 
The governor argues it is an issue of  fairness: pensions are income and should be taxed like any other form of  individual 
income and Michigan is one of  only a handful of  states without a robust tax on pensions. 

The public’s response to the new pension tax ideas is lukewarm, at best.

In random, statewide polling, respondents favored the concept of  pension taxes by a 50-44 margin, with 6 percent undecided. 
But they were most favorable if  the new tax came with significant exemptions to favor low- to moderate-income pensioners:

Should Michigan 
tax pensions?

I support a major cut in business taxes

I support a modest cut in business taxes

I do not support cutting business taxes
I don’t know/undecided

POLL CONVERSATIONS
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In Common Sense Conversations, respondents voted against the general notion of  pension taxes in Michigan:

Should Michigan tax pensions?

The Center For Michigan’s interactive online budget-balancing game offered nearly two dozen options to either cut spending 
or raise additional revenue. Through early May, one-third of  budget game entries adopted the governor’s pension tax plan first 
outlined in his February budget address. 

Numerous Common Sense Conversation participants opposed to pension taxes argued that pensioners and soon-to-be 
pensioners planned for retirement under the assurance they would not pay taxes on pensions. “Now that they’re being taxed 
they feel tricked,” one participant said.

Others agreed with the governor’s fairness notion: “I’m a senior and I agree to taxing pensions,” one said. “Now there is a 
trend away from defined-benefit plans. If  you have a 401(k), you’re taxed anyway.”

Still more said they would be more supportive of  pension taxes if  they were convinced the revenues would be invested in 
public services: “I’d be happy to pay a tax on my pension if  it goes to the poor and people who are at the bottom instead of  
businesses. That’s where I want my money to go. We need a firm foundation.”

Other Tax Options

Neither business taxes nor pension taxes drew the highest interest among Michigan residents who participated in the Center 
For Michigan’s public engagement activities so far this year.

When asked which type of  tax they would most like to cut, poll respondents most favored property taxes while Common 
Sense Conversation participants favored income taxes by a narrow margin: 

What is your top 
priority for a tax cut?

When asked which type of  tax they would be most in favor of  raising, both poll respondents and conversation participants 
picked, by wide margins, “sin taxes” on tobacco and alcohol:

What is your top 
priority for a tax increase?

Likewise, raising alcohol taxes was the clear favorite among the nearly two dozen strategic choices in the Center’s online 
budget balancing game. Sixty percent of  budget game entries included raising the beer tax from 2 cents to 6 cents per bottle – 
which would raise $106 million in new tax revenues.
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CITIZEN VIEWS ON BUDGET PRIORITIES
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Finding The Right Mix

As we went into the field to poll citizens and hold Common Sense Conversations, Michigan faced a $1.4 billion budget deficit. 
Setting aside all individual options to close that gap, we asked citizens for their favored general approach. They clearly favored 
a mix of  tax increases and budget cuts:

Which approach do you most 
favor for closing the state 
budget deficit?

In a follow-up question in our statewide polling, of  those who favored a mixture of  cuts and revenues, 61 percent favored 
closing at least half  of  the budget deficit through increased tax revenues:

What combination of 
cuts and tax increases 
do you most favor?

That’s quite different than the path taken in Lansing this year. State budget talks nearing completion (as of  this writing in 
mid-May), include some $1.7 billion in spending reductions. The major business tax cut outlined above will be funded, in large 
part, through a delayed rollback in the personal income tax rate, a tax on some pensions, and the closing of  numerous tax 
loopholes.  

No Consensus On Where To Cut

Total state government spending from state resources is down 16 percent over the past decade of  economic turmoil across 
Michigan. Inflation-adjusted spending on numerous major state government priorities – including local government revenue 
sharing, universities, community colleges, and human services – dropped more than 20 percent over the decade. 

Against that backdrop, citizens have a difficult time choosing where to cut more. 

As one conversation participant described, it’s “like trying to decide which child to save when the house is on fire.”

No clear consensus budget-cutting priority emerged from our combination of  polling and Common Sense Conversations:

If you had to make budget cuts, 
which spending area would 
you target first?

Likewise, no consensus priority emerged from the Center’s online budget-balancing game. The most popular choice in the 
game was  a 10-percent across-the-board spending cut. Four other budget cuts were chosen by between 47 percent and 49 
percent of  entrants: funding for universities, state government worker concessions, prison sentencing reforms, and cutting off  
welfare recipients after 48 months. Taken together, those five most popular budget cut options would still close less than half  
of  this year’s budget deficit.
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Clearer Consensus On What To Protect

In both statewide polling and Common Sense Conversation, education was the clear top priority for protection from budget cuts: 

Which area would you most
protect from spending cuts?

In contrast to those public priorities, negotiations between the governor and Legislature are, as of  this writing in mid-May, 
nearing completion on a 14 percent cut in state funding for universities and a cut of  between $525 million and $700 million to 
K-12 education (that’s 4.2 - 5.7 percent, or $304 - $417 per student). (Note: Ultimate impact of  the cuts may be lessened if  an 
improving economy results in a tax revenue windfall that is directed back into education.)

In open discussion periods of  Common Sense Conversations, many participants reiterated the strong support for education 
investment evidenced in the polling results, while a few, frustrated by what they termed lackluster results, advocated cuts:

“The number one issue for employers is to have a skilled work force. The number one priority to employees is good quality • 
schools.”
“A superior education all the way around brings people in more than any other thing. And the governor wants to make major cuts • 
to education.”
“You can’t shrink your way to greatness. People don’t want to come here. Education is one of  the best investments.”• 
“For a state to cut education is like a business cutting research and development.”• 
“States more prosperous than Michigan have a knowledge-based economy and a well-educated work force. I’m concerned about • 
the direction we’re going in education. The expected cuts will cause ridiculously huge class sizes. If  we don’t invest now, we will 
invest later. Investment in early childhood is a proven pay off. Truly investing in business starts with education.”
“The public school system is seriously broken and has been for a long time. Cutting money to education doesn’t mean we’re cutting • 
quality. It’s time to cut the fat. How about kids who can’t read? If  the system worked, they would be able to read.”

Continued Concern Over Legacy Costs

While strongly maintaining education as the top budget priority, this year’s participants in Center For Michigan public 
engagement programs, like those in the past, continue to be concerned about the costs of  health care coverage and pensions in 
education and elsewhere in the public sector.

In 2009-10 town hall meetings hosted by the Center, cuts to K-12 pensions and health care benefits represented the most 
popular school reform approach by a 2-to-1 margin. (Forty-eight percent of  respondents chose those benefits reforms versus 
21 percent for the next most popular option: pay for performance.)

Gov. Snyder heightened attention to these legacy cost issues throughout his first several months in office. In January, he 
issued a “Citizen’s Guide to Michigan’s Financial Health,” which reported $58.4 billion in total, long-term, currently unfunded 
obligations for public sector retiree pensions and health care coverage. And the governor’s budget includes a new set-aside of  
$200 million to begin to defray these legacy costs. 

In our Common Sense Conversations this spring, a combined 50 percent of  respondents voted to either cut benefits or cut 
other government programs to pay for public sector legacy costs. Thirty-seven percent said to raise taxes to pay for legacy 
costs. Among the comments: 

“Part of  the reason legacy costs are so high is because of  health care. We’ll never control benefits until we can control • 
health care costs. Health care is an industrial complex. There has to be some way to cut delivery of  health care, not just 
benefits that people have to pay for.”
“In my 34 years as a state employee, I gave up lots of  pay increases that the whole nation and the automakers got. There • 
are places in state government that can be cut, but we don’t have to kill the plant.”
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Economic Development programs
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 CITIZEN VIEWS ON ‘SHARED SACRIFICE’
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Citizens are emerging from Michigan’s decade-long economic doldrums with a strong sense of  pessimism about the future. In 
both our statewide polling and Common Sense Conversations, only 38 percent of  respondents reported feeling good or great 
about the state’s future: 

What best 
describes of how 
you feel about 
Mich right now?

Snyder professed in his State of  the State address in January that Michigan’s recovery “will require shared sacrifice from all of  
us” and asked citizens to be willing to “take a step back in the short term to move us all forward together in the long term.”

We asked Common Sense Conversation participants to respond. They agreed with the notion: 

Do you agree this is an era of shared sacrifice?

 
But they were circumspect about the meaning of  the term: 

“I’m fine with shared sacrifice, if  I can be confident the tax cut for businesses really translates into jobs.”• 
“So far, I have not seen shared sacrifice. So far, loss of  earned income credit, shortening of  unemployment and taxing • 
pensions – all lower income folks.  When do we see shared sacrifice of  people in the governor’s income bracket?”
“The Earned Income Tax Credit enables those who struggle to pay off  the balances of  their utility bills and that money goes • 
back into the economy.  It helps them be productive citizens.  I would gladly pay $1,000 more in taxes to allow them that.”
“Things I’m willing to sacrifice for are things I want from my government like infrastructure and things that will build quality • 
of  life that will make us thrive.  I’m willing to sacrifice for that.  Those who should sacrifice the least are those that can afford 
it least, while those who sacrifice more are those who can afford more.”
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WHAT’S NEXT FROM THE CENTER FOR MICHIGAN?

Now in its sixth year of  operation, the nonprofit, nonpartisan Center For Michigan strives to serve as “Michigan’s Citizenship 
Company.” Our long-term mission is three-fold:

ENGAGE

The Center is the state’s leading practitioner of  nonpartisan public engagement. We gather public opinion for the benefit 
of  the public rather than the benefit of  politicians or powerful single-constituency issue groups. We provide crucial linkage 
between citizens and the political system. Our interactive, small-group Community Conversations, large town-hall-styled 
conferences, polling programs and online engagement tools provide opportunities for the full Michigan public to better 
understand state and regional policy issues, deliberate those issues with fellow citizens, and develop “common ground” 
agendas to impact future decision making by elected leaders. To schedule a Community Conversation in your community, 
contact us at info@thecenterformichigan.net or 734-769-4625. 

INFORM

The Center has rapidly established itself  as an independent nonprofit source for high-quality public affairs journalism. Our 
in-depth issues coverage is meant to bring policy issues to the attention of  the public and the decision-makers who have the 
power to solve those issues. Our “School Daze” report on shrinking instructional calendars in schools recently changed state 
law. Our Michigan Truth Squad fact-checks spurious political ads and has been syndicated on radio and in newspapers across 
the state. Our televised political debates and interview programs in partnership with MiVote.org and public broadcasters – 
including the only gubernatorial debate – drew more than 800,000 viewers in 2010. Our public information programs are 
meant to bolster state-focused watchdog and explanatory journalism at a time when traditional broadcasters and publications 
have faced extraordinary challenges due to the economy and Internet-based competition for the public’s attention. E-mail us at 
info@thecenterformichigan.net to join the more than 11,000 subscribers to the Center’s weekly e-newsletter and be among the 
first to view our expanded online publication – “Bridge” – when we launch in September 2011.

ACHIEVE

We serve as an independent, nonpartisan, citizen-led, honest broker in Lansing to achieve common-ground policy reforms that 
bubble up from our civic engagement work. Examples: 1) Both major-party gubernatorial candidates in 2010 heavily borrowed 
from the Center’s “Common Ground Citizens Agenda” created through nearly 600 statewide town hall meetings; 2) The first-
ever “Bipartisan Caucus” of  legislators formed in 2009 as a direct result of  the Center’s town hall meetings: 3) A Corrections 
Reform Coalition formed by the Center has successfully pushed for significant prison savings; and, 4) A council of  business 
leaders formed by the Center has successfully raised the profile and urgency of  pre-school and other early childhood education 
programs. 
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METRICS, DEMOGRAPHICS & METHODOLOGY

The Center For Michigan measures its success, in part, by how many people participate in its public engagement and 
journalism efforts. Participation for January-April 2011:

Methodology

This report continues the Center’s track record of  providing meaningful and convenient ways for citizens to learn about the 
most pressing policy issues in Michigan and providing detailed reports of  what those citizens say about the future of  our state.

This spring, we bolstered our traditional “Community Conversation” approach with statewide phone polling to provide greater 
statistical detail and assure more accurate demographic representation than we could otherwise achieve in a relatively small 
number of  public meetings held over a very short time frame of  five weeks. 

Polling results in this report are based on an 800-person random phone survey conducted by Public Sector Consultants from 
April 15, 2011 to April 23, 2011 and included 165 cell phone and 635 landline respondents. In addition, a landline over-sample 
of  African Americans and respondents age 18-34 was completed to ensure the sample was representative of  the Michigan 
population. Results have been weighted by gender, age, race/ethnicity, and income level to match population estimates from 
the American Community Survey.

Common Sense Conversation vote results in this report are based on community meetings held and staffed by The Center 
For Michigan and Public Sector Consultants, Detroit Public Television, MiVote.org, and Michigan Radio. Two-hour open 
public meetings were held between March 20, 2011 and April 27, 2011 in Ann Arbor, Dearborn, Grand Rapids, Lansing, 
Royal Oak, Warren, and Wixom. Participants were provided with nonpartisan, in-depth tax and budget issue guides prepared 
by The Center For Michigan and independently fact-checked by Public Sector Consultants and the Citizens Research Council 
of  Michigan. A copy of  the issue guide can be downloaded here: http://www.thecenterformichigan.net/wp-content/
uploads/2011/04/Common-Sense-Issue-Guide.pdf. All seven conversations followed a consistent script in which participants 
considered the issue guide, used instant-polling devices to vote on most of  the same issues covered in the Public Sector 
Consultants phone poll and then discussed their votes. Trained note-takers from Public Sector Consultants recorded all 
comments made during the discussions. The Common Sense Conversations were marketed in a variety of  ways, including 
press coverage in mainstream newspapers, The Center For Michigan’s weekly e-newsletter, DPTV e-mail marketing and on-air 
announcements, Michigan Radio on-air announcements and e-mail invitations to all past participants in, and hosts of, 580 
Common Sense Conversations held by The Center For Michigan from 2007-2010.

The Center For Michigan budget game results are included in this report only as supplementary discussion because the 
game was meant more as a public education tool than a rigorous social survey instrument. The game, built by Public Sector 
Consultants and launched in February 2011, provides nearly two dozen documented options for balancing the state budget. It 
remains online at: http://janus.pscinc.com/budgetsim/Default.aspx.
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Demographics

Demographics of  participants in this year’s Common Sense Conversations and random statewide phone polling were as 
follows:
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THANKS TO OUR PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PARTNERS! 

This report and the public engagement work on which it depends were made possible by: 

Detroit Public Television & MiVote.org co-hosted and co-promoted Common Sense Conversations in Ann Arbor, Dearborn, 
Grand Rapids, Lansing, Warren,  and Wixom with financial support from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation.

Michigan Public Radio co-hosted an “Issues and Ale” community event and Common Sense Conversation in Royal Oak and 
co-promoted Common Sense Conversations in Lansing and Grand Rapids.

Public Sector Consultants was responsible for polling, independent data management and Common Sense Conversation 
scripting and logistics, policy issues research and issue guide publication, and editing of  this report.  

Also, a special thank you to Michigan journalists Jeff  Cranson, Stephen Henderson and Christy McDonald for moderating 
Common Sense Conversations across the state.  
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CENTER FOR MICHIGAN CO-INVESTORS 

The following have provided financial support to The Center For Michigan programs, including the 2010 Great Debates, from 
2007 through 2011. We are extremely grateful for their support.

Corporations and Foundations
AAUW Birmingham Branch
Accident Fund Insurance Company of  America
Adult Learning Institute
Alpena Community College Foundation
Alticor, Corp.
American Association of  University Women
ArtServe Michigan
AT&T Corp.
Birth to Five Policy Alliance
Blue Cross Blue Shield of  Michigan
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Clark Hill PLC
Comerica Bank
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
Community Foundation of  Zeeland/Holland
Consumers Energy
Cook Family Foundation
Dan Cameron Family Foundation
Davenport University
Detroit Renaissance
Domino’s Pizza
DTE Energy Foundation
Frey Foundation
Grand Rapids Area Chamber of  Commerce
Grand Rapids Community Foundation
Herbert H. & Grace A. Dow Foundation
Hudson-Webber Foundation
International Council of  Shopping Centers
Jackson National Life Insurance Company
Junior League of  Birmingham
Kresge Foundation
Leadership Oakland
Macomb Intermediate School District

Masco Corp. Foundation
Meijer Corp.
MIACADA
Michigan AARP
Michigan Association of  Community Bankers
Michigan Association of  Health Plans
Michigan Association of  Realtors
Michigan Association of  United Ways
Michigan Chamber of  Commerce
Michigan Education Association
Michigan Electric Cooperative
Michigan Health & Hospital Association
Michigan Manufacturers Association
Michigan Municipal League
Michigan Primary Care Association
Michigan Retailers Association
Michigan Society of  Association Executives
Mt. Pleasant Area Chamber of  Commerce
Philip S and Dale E Jones Family Fund
Porter Family Foundation
Presidents Council State Universities of  Michigan
Proteus Fund
Ronda E. Stryker & William D. Johnston Foundation
Rural Partners of  Michigan
Small Business Asssociation of  Michigan
State Bar of  Michigan
Steven & Kathryn Bandstra Foundation
Stryker Corp.
The Gilmour-Jirgens Fund
The Power Foundation
Tri-County Alliance
W.K. Kellogg Foundation

Individuals
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Bernie Ahearn
Karl Anderson
Michelle Aniol
Theodore Antoine
David Arend
Frank M. Barnes
Laura Beachum
James Brooks
Robert Bullock
Joan Cashman
F. Harold Creal
Karen DeGrendal
Stephen Dobson

Jan C. Dolan
James and Elizabeth Erwin
Annie Farrell
Robert Finkel
Peter Fletcher
Linda French
Joseph Frick
James Gregart
Paul and Nancy Hillegonds
Michelle Hodges
David Hollister
James Jacob
Michael and Sue Jandernoa

Peggy Johnson
Grace Kachaturoff
Elda Kamm
Margaret R. Kanost
Donald Kegley
Carolyn McDonald
Alexander McKeen
Peter McNenly
Gary and Yolanda Mitts
Catherine Murphy
Hack and Jan Newman
William and Barbara Parfet
Philip and Kathleen Power

Sarah Puller
Phil Roos
Richard and Edie Rosenfeld
Edward Sackley III
Paul and Ana May Salgado
Lawrence and Marilyn Schlack
James Sherman
Don Stypula
Jeanne Tower
Robert Warren
Robert Warren
Nancy Wright
Neal Zalenko
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